Identity Guidelines
Quick Guide

Visual Identity

Department logos

Beloit College colors

The college’s name, wordmark, logos, and seal are trademarks and
property of Beloit College. These elements may only be used by
authorized units of Beloit College, or through approval for external use.
When in doubt about which mark to use for different types of mediums,
please contact the Office of Communications and Marketing.

Department logos that are being used within
the campus environment can use the B logo
lock-up. For formal and off-campus use,
please use the wordmark version.

Beloit Blue

Career & Community
Engagement Center

Beloit Gold

The Beloit Blue is PMS 2955 and is the
college’s primary color. When printing
spot color, this PMS color should be used.
If printing in process color, use the CMYK
values shown at right.
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Primary

The Beloit College Crest

A Guide
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Beloit
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The Beloit
College
Seal

The crest should be used only with approval by the Office of
Communications and Marketing. When reproduced, Beloit
blue or black is acceptable. On special occasions the crest
may also be gold embossed. Any manipulation or alteration
to the crest is strictly prohibited.
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A Brief History of the Beloit College Crest

The Beloit College Turtle

Secondary

The turtle had already been a totem symbol used by the
local Native Americans for hundreds of years when the
Europeans arrived in the Turtle Creek and Rock River valleys
in the early 1800s. Hundreds of years ago ancient peoples
erected several Indian mounds on the east brow of the hill
overlooking the Rock River, one in the shape of a turtle. This
mound can still be seen today behind the Wright Museum
of Art. Beloit College was built among these Indian mounds
in 1846 and the turtle symbol was lovelingly adopted as the
unofficial mascot of the Beloit College students.

In 1930, when the University Club of Chicago decided to
decorate its main dining room with the coat of arms of each
charter member’s alma mater, several of the Midwestern
schools did not yet have official emblems. A group of
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The Beloit College turtle logo is an important and wellknown insider mark of the college and should be used as
such.
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• The dove represents divine guidance or inspiration, the
fide pura of the college motto

Beloit Seal History

• The flowing “mantling” represents gold as an official
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in the Commonwealth of Wisconsin” signified a youthful
institution in an even more youthful state.” At the time,
the college had only held classes since 1847, a year before
Wisconsin achieved statehood.
The seal’s inner circle holds the college motto, best translated
from the Latin as “true knowledge with pure faith.” It was
created by President Chapin himself, who interpreted it for
the audience in his inaugural address. “I understand it to
express a necessary and indissoluble union between the
principles of true knowledge, and the spirit of Christian
faith,” he said. “It declares it as the sentiment of this college,
that, there can be no separation of this marriage tie, which
God hath joined, without violence to nature and mischief
to the world. It declares it as the purpose of this college to
regard them ever as one, and to know no aim but that of
extending and perpetuating their combined influence and
power to the remotest ends of the earth – to the furthest
reach of time.”

Chapin described the imagery within the shield-shaped
escutcheon at the center of the seal in religious terms:
“Again, I see here a simple emblem. It is an open book with
a dove descending in light upon it. I understand it to express
the attitude which this college would take and hold, laying
all its material of learning, and its corps of instructors, and
its body of students - all spread out before Him who sitteth
Christianity with education, and, immediately, to the relation
on the throne, while it waits and prays for the descent of that
education
to thethe
Puritan
churches
emerged
the
•ofAnd,
of course,
college
motto,which
which
speaksfrom
for itself
holy influence which alone is able to sanctify the whole for
Renaissance and Reformation.”
his service and glory.” Over one hundred years later, Robert
Irrmann noted the book’s plainness. “[Its] pages are free
The seal consists of several parts. The outer circle reads “Col.
of any letters or other symbols…The book is not the Bible;
Beloit in Rep. Wisconsin.” To the founders, “Beloit College
rather it probably represents all learning.”

Other usage - example
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internal use
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Used by President’s Office only

Campaign tag lines or messages can be
paired with the B logo.

Be All In.
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Limited use

(Pantone Matching System)

CMYK
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Black

The Beloit Gold is PMS 130. The Beloit
Gold is an accent color. When printing
spot color, the PMS color should be used.
If printing in process color, use the CMYK
values shown at right.

GOLD

100%
60%
10%
53%

0
56
101

(Pantone Matching System)

CMYK
Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black

0%
32%
100%
0%

RGB
Red
Green
Blue

242
169
0

WEB COLOR
Hex #F2A900

WEB COLOR
Hex #003865

Typefaces
Our main typefaces are Calluna and Gotham.

Calluna

Gotham

Calluna is a distinguished serif typeface that
pairs well with Gotham.

Gotham is a geometric sans serif
typeface. Free alternative to Gotham
is Monserrat (Google Fonts). Proxima
Nova is also an alternative if using
Adobe Fonts.

